Should Evolutionists Be Allowed to Roam Free in the Land?

By Tom Willis

The previous article, "Should evolutionists be allowed to vote?" produced many generous comments... and a few harsh ones. One evolutionist blog generated well over 100 replies. Patterns in the comments included, 1. Clearly having not ever seen the article and 2. Total absence of substance. None seemed to notice the clear denial that such a proposal would ever be implemented. A few sent me replies. One "Christian" even accused me of seeking to deprive poor evolutionists of the right to vote without "due process." (Even if that was my message, where would we get that kind of power?) None of the responders seemed to get the real point of the article, which might be summarized:

"Hard-line evolutionists spend their entire life declaring Christians to be ignorant, crazy and, probably dangerous. But evolutionism is totally contrary to the empirical facts of science. Anyone truly believing evolution is either totally deluded or ignorant. Regarding who is really the dangerous group, in their unmitigated, and totally unjustified arrogance, evolutionists have caused more misery, and killed and tortured more people, in the last 90 years than all the wars of the last 2000 years.

"Thus, Evolutionist rhetoric, juxtaposed against the facts of science and history demonstrates that they are totally incompetent, in addition to being angry and dangerous. In a truly sane society, e.g., the one to be run by God, evolutionists, at a minimum, would not be allowed to vote."

Interestingly, none of the responses that I saw even contested this thesis, much less mounted a serious rebuttal.

One smugly demanded that I produce quotes to prove that evolution contributed to slavery. This is more difficult than it might seem, not because evolution did not contribute to justification of slavery, but because no one used the word "evolution." Even Darwin did not use the word. The word "evolution" did not become popular until long after slavery had been abolished. Rather, evolutionists tended to claim blacks were inferior to whites, based on the "science of anthropology," often claiming they were different species or subspecies. As late as the 1930's, Hitler used evolution to justify his "theories" typically spoke of "development of species."

The communists also held to evolutionism as a foundation doctrine of their religion, but seldom used the word "evolution" in any language, one reason being their reluctance to credit an Englishman for anything. Thus, evolutionism produces criminally insane people on the grandest scale in history, whether they favor the word "evolution," or not. Evolutionism is the apologetic system of the end time religion. It will not be eradicated. Well, not until the antichrist kills all of them in order to promote and make way for, worship of himself.

Even then, it will not be sane people (Christians) who will kill all the evolutionists, it will be the criminally insane folks who worship the antichrist, who will, incidentally, as the Bible predicts, be an Assyrian. Guess who will make up the bulk of the group who kills all the evolutionists! And what is the dominant religion today in ancient Assyria and the rest of the countries to be allies of the antichrist? Hint: Every "nation" named in the Bible as a follower of the antichrist is Muslim today. Thus, it is my theory that it will not, of course, be Christians who kill all the evolutionists, but Muslims who delight in killing both evolutionists and Christians.

Nevertheless, I find it instructive and entertaining to analyze what should be done with evolutionists before their end comes. After all, they are manifestly the most dangerous and destructive people on the planet (Well OK, Muslims are strong competitors). Using their religion to dominate education, they have, as previously pointed out, killed more people than anybody in history.

What is nearly always overlooked is that, in addition to killing and maiming more people than any group in history, evolutionists have also enslaved more people. The only slavers that evolutionists will admit that ever existed are Southern U. S. whites, though some will admit Nazis, because, while supporting National Socialism for a long time, evolutionists came to hate Nazis when they attacked their favorite atheist, evolutionist, Joe Stalin. Now that communism has fallen from the weight of its own absurdity, most evolutionists have remained Marxist at heart, tending to believe "The communists rulers just muffed it."
most are Democrats (that is not the same as saying "Most Democrats are evolutionists." That may be the case, but I have no such data and am not making that claim). Some are Republican. Elsewhere they are normally found in the most socialist organization available. A few evolutionist mavericks are "conservative."

**Why Are Evolutionists Typically Socialists?**

The reason for the typical left wing political alignment of evolutionists could be the subject of a lengthy essay, but I will suggest a few key reasons.

1. Most adherents to evolution manage to convince themselves that it provides a "scientific" explanation for the existence of the Cosmos and life forms without "needing" a god. But basic science clearly shows the Cosmos cannot be explained in the absence of God. The 1st Law of Thermodynamics requires that matter be here forever, but the 2nd Law clearly states that it cannot have been. Therefore, evolution tends to attract people who's intellect is sub-par, or who can say with a straight face, "Damn the science, full speed ahead!"

2. The modern perpetrators of socialism (in its many forms) tend to view Christianity as a tool used only by their political opponents to pacify the poor, claiming their own wonderful ideas will enrich the poor. Evolutionists of all flavor attack true Christianity because anyone who can read knows that the God of the Bible did not use evolution to get us here.

3. True Christians are not evolutionists and tend to not be socialists because the Commandment "Thou shall not steal" is difficult to ignore, and Socialism is nothing more than a system of organized crime, wherein the police powers of the state have been perverted. Rather than prevent and punish theft, the state becomes the largest thief in history. Honest, thoughtful Christians cannot support organized crime merely because it is perpetrated by the institution intended to prevent and punish crime... and claims it is doing good. All thieves do some "good" with their booty. Many were famous for giving handouts to some of the poor. "Aiding the poor" is a noble cause, which God wants us to perform, but he absolutely did not commission us to violate His Laws in order to do so. It is not "Godly" to use organized crime to obtain wealth, then use some of it to "aid the poor."

4. Evolution cannot be defended with evidence or logic. Therefore it is typically defended with rhetoric: proof by authority ("all scientists believe evolution"), non-sequitur ("Animals have similarities, therefore they have a common ancestor"), assertion of the consequent ("Close relatives have similarities as a consequence of their genetic proximity, therefore, similarity (or genetic proximity) is a proof of close ancestry or relationship") of course, these fit quite well with all forms of socialism because it, too, cannot be defended logically and, certainly not morally or empirically. It has failed miserably a number of times in history, and never succeeded.

5. Largely, evolution is promoted simply by repetition and decibel level. Evolutionists gravitate to employment positions where knowledge, truth, character, logic, etc., are not needed, typically education and media. Antichrist/Socialists convinced most "modern" societies that the first activity that required state ownership and operation (socialism) was education, insuring incompetents had safe havens and that most children were raised by people who owe their income to socialism and had jobs where their religion was endorsed by the state. A rather exclusive platform helps them promote their religion to children unchallenged.

These, and other factors contribute to the historical phenomenon that most evolutionists are also socialists, even those who do not admit it, e.g., those who pretend to not be socialists but would fail at the thought that education could be accomplished in any way other than socialist.

But, Tom, you haven't discussed the topic of the essay, "Should Evolutionists Be Allowed to Roam Free in the Land?". Not so. We have discussed:

- Evolutionists are largely incompetent
- They are largely unproductive leaches on the productive members of society, else they are totally destructive.
- Where they have achieved, or even sought, political power they have virtually always been extremely dangerous to any opponents of their religion, even while pretending they do not have a religion, or pretending they are Christian.
- They make it perfectly clear that they are at war and intend to remain at war with Christians and any other opponents of their religion.
- Even where they have not achieved the power that their philosophical cousins (communists and Nazis) held, if you pay attention, they tend to make it clear that they believe Christians, and any other opponents of their faith, ought to be eliminated.

Clearly then, "evolutionists should not be allowed to roam free in the land." All that remains for us to discuss is "What should be done with evolutionists?" For the purposes of this essay, I will ignore the minor issue of Western-style jurisprudence and merely mention possible solutions to the "evolutionism problem," leaving the legal details to others:

- Labor camps. Their fellow believers were high on these. But, my position would be that most of them have lived their lives at, or near the public trough. So, after their own beliefs, their life should continue only as long as they can support themselves in the camps.
- Require them to wear placards around their neck, or perhaps large medallions which prominently announce "Warning: Evolutionist! Mentally Incompetent - Potentially Dangerous." I consider this option too dangerous.
- Since evolutionists are liars and most do not really believe evolution we could employ truth serum or water-boarding to obtain confessions of evolution rejection. But, this should, at most, result in parole, because, like Muslims, evolutionist religion permits them to lie if there is any benefit to them.
- An Evolutionist Colony in Antarctica could be a promising option. Of course inspections would be required to prevent too much progress. They might invent gunpowder.
- A colony on Mars would prevent gunpowder from harming anyone but their own kind, in the unlikely event they turned out to be intelligent enough to invent it.
- All options should include 24-hour sound system playing Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, and Sam Harris reading Darwin's *Origin of Species*, or the preservation of *Favored Races by Means of Natural Selection*. Of course some will consider this cruel & unusual, especially since they will undoubtedly have that treatment for eternity.
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